Title word cross-reference

∀ [CM98].

/ [ACM90a, Fre90, IEE84a, IEE85a, IEE85c, IEE86a, IEE86b, IEE86c, IEE86d, IEE87b, IEE87d, IEE87e, IEE88c, IEE88e, IEE88f, IEE90d, IEE95c, IEE95b, MCH91, MHG90].
/ [Kna89].

002R [BDG+88c, BDG+88d].


1987 [TW87]. 1990s [IEE88f]. 199x [AC94].

1st [IEE85a, IEE89b, SA86].

2 [Lan86]. 2.0


3.0 [Sun88]. 3D [WNA90].

4.0 [Pur90a].

5th [MHG90].

68th [Ano87a].

7th [IEE86c, Nie93].

'85 [Ano85a, Cav85]. '86 [ACM86, Ano86a].

'87 [IEE87e]. 88 [BDG+88c, BDG+88d].

88-002R [BDG+88c, BDG+88d]. '89 [IEE89d, IEE89g].

'90 [IEE90c, N+90]. '91 [IEE91d, Wat91c].

Clisp [Tei76]. CLM [Sch94]. Clojure [ECG12, FH11, Hal09, Rat12, VS10]. CLOS [Ano87b, GWB91, HP96, KG98, LM91, LZ94, LZ97, Pae93, SO91, Swa90a, Tau90, Tau91, Wat90, Ano89]. closed [BWZ94]. closed-form [BWZ94]. CLtL2 [NSI +92].

CLUE [Kim90]. CMOS [LM89]. CMU [Mac91, Mac92a, Mac92b, McD87a, MFW87, MFW88, McD89a]. CO [ACM87, USE88].

Code [Bro84, Ano90a, BY96, KVJ90, Lan86, Nym87, WW92]. Codecs [MP87]. CODER [NJB89]. Cognitive [Pir86, RGG90]. Collaborative [DL96]. Collection [Bro84, FN81, Ehn89a, Ehn89b, Zor90]. College [ACM95, Ste90b]. Collision [Bro84, FN81, Yua92, Ehn89a, Ehn89b, Zor90].

Colorado [ACM87, K +95, MCH91]. colored [YY95]. Combination [OK98].

Combining [WL95]. Commercial [JR90]. Commercial-Quality [JR90]. COMMON [Chl91, Lan88b, Pur90a, Pur90b, Whi91, WS85, Ame92, Ano89, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano91a, Ano91b, Ano92, Ano93, App90, Bro87, CK87a, CF88, Flu91, Gia87, Gra96, Gra97, Gra99, HP96, HSW85, HSW87, IAC94, Jac94, Kem91, Kim90, Lan88a, Luc92b, Mac91, Mac92a, Mac92b, Mar04, McD87a, MFW87, MFW88, McD89a, NSI +92, Neu03, Rei96, SW85, Ste86, Ste89, Sum88, Syn86, Syn88, Tou90a, WS84, YY94, Yua90, KLF +91, Wer89, AP88, AM86, Bas93, Bla86, CT89, CT90, Fra88a, Fra88b, Hen89, LM91, Ste84, Ste90a, Tat87, YH87, AC94, AI96, Abd90, Aca89, Aca90, Ake94, AHI91, AM99, Ano87b, Ano90a, ABFM90, Bak92, BKK +86, Bob87, BDG +88a, BDG +88b, BDG +88c, BDG +88d, BR93, BC90, Bra86, BK91, BGPS91, BG84, Bro85, Bro87, CL88].

Common [CR90, Chi89, Chr93, Cla92, CHD90, DB97, Dem88, DD90, Dol90, Ecc88, Esa90, FL91, FBWR95, Flw91, Gad88, Gia87, Gk90, Gra94, Har90b, HD89, Hen92b, Her93, HKLH93, Hum94, Ida90, JR90, JS94, JS97, KUJP97, KT88, Kan91, KM97, KG98, KA95, Kev89, Koo87, Kos90, Lam05, Lei08, Lou89, Luc92a, Ma89, MK90, MN91, McD87b, MK86, MeK91, MBPLRR10, Mil88, Mu 95, MuT95, Mun95b, Mur90, NC88, Nar88b, Neu02, Nor91, Nor92, Nor04, Noy92, Nym87, OK99, PKSA89, PAR93, Ric90, RMM93, RMM94, Ri91, Ri92, Sch94, Sei05, Sev91, Shn92, Sim87, Slag98, Sny86a, NSW86, Spe92a, Spe92b, Spe92b, Ste89b, Tan90, Tan95, Tau90, Tau91, Thr98, Tou90b, Van98, VS90, Vog98, Wat89, Wat91b, Wat90, WF84, WS87, Wil86, Yau91, YK +90]. Common [You92, Yua88, Yua92, YY90].

Common-LISP [CL88]. CommonLoops [KHDS87]. CommonObjects [Sny86a, Sny86b]. Communication [IEE90d, CR98]. Communications [IEE84a, IEE89b, IEE89g, Jan90].

companies [KL95]. companion [Kos90]. Company [Tou90a, Whi91]. Comparing [Vau85, You97, Zor90]. Comparison [SO91]. Compsos [IEE84b, IEE87b, IEE87c].

compilation [KH88]. Compiler [KT88, Sam77, YK +90, Chi89, Mac92b].

Complex [Flo99, GL94, IEE91a, LQ96, Sch92, Tib93].

Components [CH86, CH87]. Composers [SH96]. Composite [MHMR96].

Composition [Tou90, Tou91]. Compsoac [Kna89, IEE93a]. Computation [IEE95a, Kic97, Lev95, ME95, Wat91c, ACM97, GHL +90, KK93, Tou90b, Wan97, ACM94a, Whi91].

Computational [KL98, Sha91]. computations [EL98].

Computer [Cav85, IEE84b, IE85a, IE85c, IE86b, IE86c, IEE87b, IEE87c, IEE87e, IEE88a, IEE88i, IEE88f, IEE90b, IEE90d, IEE93a, IE94a, IE94c, Kin89, Kna89, Kru85, Pav85, Pir86, Que76, Ren86, SK90b, Ano94a,
Computer-aided [Sk90b, Jel89, Sal90].

Computers [Ga+86, IE84a, IE87c, IE88b, RCG+89, TPB+88, IE89g, LS97].

Computing
[Ano90c, Bän03, BK+91, IE87d, IE88f, Neu93, Car90, Cla89, CLNW90, K+95, Lou99, Neu02, PG92, Bän03]. Conception [Flu91]. Concepts
[BDG+88a, IE86a, Sym88]. Conceptual
[IO85, KL89, SB89]. Concurrent
[DLK92, SST89]. Conference
[AAA93, ACM84, ACM86, ACM90b, ACM90a, ACM92, ACM93, ACM94b, ACM95, AHWN97, Ano87a, Ano94b, Bän03, Cav85, E+93, Fre90, G+86, HSK88, HMS+89, HMS+90, HJS86, IE84b, IE85a, IE85b, IE85c, IE86a, IE86b, IE86c, IE86e, IE86d, IE87b, IE87f, IE87e, IE88b, IE88a, IE88e, IE88h, IE88g, IE89h, IE89a, IE89b, IE89e, IE89c, IE89g, IE90c, IE90b, IE91a, IE91c, IE91d, IE92, IE93a, IE93b, IE93c, IE93d, IE94a, IE94b, IE94c, IE95a, IE95b, IE96, IE97b, IE97a, Kna89, K+90, MDN97, NKC91, N+90, PO90, RCG+89, SA86, Ste90b, TPB+88, USE88, Wu89, Ano86b, Ano94a, IE84a, IE87c, IE88c, IE90d, K+95, LS97, Nie93, Tei88]. conference/exhibition [Tei88].

Configuration [MSD+85, ZS93].

configurations [GKS89]. Congress
[JU91, MCH91]. Connection [Ste86, WS87].

connectionist [AD88]. consistency
[You97]. constraint [SM93]. constraints
[Ric94]. Construction [Her93, MSBH93].

Construction-Kit [Her93]. content
[CR89]. Context [CHD09].

Context-oriented [CHD09]. Contribution
[Ehn89a]. Contributions [Cav85]. Control
[IE87f, IE89e, IE94b, KBS+87, MHG90, Mu 95, MuT95, Shi88, DL96, JU91, Lam90, Lan89b, Lin91, Mun95b, NRK89, NRK91, Ruo88, Sit93]. Convention
[Ano87a, IE85b, IE86a, IE88b, IE90d, IE91c, Tei88]. conventional [Fu88].

Conversational [Tei76]. Converting
[Lan86]. cooperation [MCH91].

C0Operative [ZB91]. coordination
[KM90]. copy [Zor90]. cost [WT91].

counseling [Har90a]. Coupled [KBS+87].

Coupling [BCG+88]. CRAY
[WW92, AGK+87]. Creativity [K+95].

Critique [BG84]. critiquing [MHMR96].

cross [Sim87]. cross-referenced [Sim87].

Cummings [Whi91], cure [Hol92], CVPR
[IE89d, IE94a]. Cybernetics
[IE89a, IE91a].

DAC [IE88b]. Dagwood [FIY88]. Data
[Bro84, Car90, BPR+94, HK91, WS87].

Data-parallel [Car90]. Database
[BPR+94, BCG+88, NSS94, XRS06].

databases [Cha95]. dataflow [Chi89].

DataWorks [Ano90d], David [Whi91].

Dayton [IE85b, IE91c]. DBMS [FBB93].

DC [AAA93, IE990, Kin89]. Debuma
[FGGB89]. December [ACM87, AHWN97, E+93, IE85c, IE95a, NKC91].

decision [Bak92, NRK89, NRK91, BB9, GW98, IE91a]. Defining
[JS97]. definition
[BB89]. Delivering [Hen92b]. demo
[Spe92a]. Denmark [Ano94a]. Denver
[K+95, USE88]. dependencies [Lub91].

Description
[Sim77, FGGB89, GKLM90, Mal91]. Design
[ACM93, CH86, CH87, GM86, Hol92, IE87e, IE88b, IO85, KSv88, SPM91, TSL+88, WF84, WGS96, Yu90, Chr93, DZB97, DLK92, GH94, HR91, HG91, Jel89, KL89, Lub91, MFW87, MFW88, MMHR96, NJB89, RW90, Sal90, SB90, SK90b, UJ92, ZS93].

designer [Jel89]. Designing
[GL94, TS90, LQ96]. detection [BHA89].

Develop [Hal90, Pog96]. Developing
[Jel89, BT94]. Development
[ILJHB92, KBS+87, KM94, Nar88a, NTS90, RBL98].
explores [ND90]. Exposition [RCG+89].

Expressions [Wat91a, Wat87]. Extended [Boo84, Yua92, CL88, NC88]. Extending [Sev91]. Extension [KA95, Chl91, Sny86a, Swa90a, Thr88].

extensions [ZHL+89a, ZHL+89b]. Extracting [LM89]. extraction [XXL92].

f2cl [BW96]. Facilíty [Sam77]. factors [K+95]. factory [Sly93]. Fans [Flo99]. Fast [FBWR95, MSD+85, OOT87, Rei96]. Fault [IEE87d, PRD88, YYS95, Hol92].

Fault-Tolerant [IEE93d]. features [Moo12]. February [IEE84b, IEE87b, IEE87c, IEE95b].

Federation [Ju91]. Fifth [IEE93b, ACM95]. final [PKSA89]. Finland [IEE88d]. firing [SV97]. Firmware [OOT87]. First [Ano85a, HSKS88, IEE88h, N+90, Ste90b].

Flavor [GM86]. Flavors [Ecc88, MN91, Moo86]. Flexible [DL93, GM86, Tih93, BP97, MC90].

Floating [FBWR95, Rei96, Vog98]. Floating-Point [Rei96]. Florida [ACM94b, IEE85c, IEE86c, IEE88a, IEE93c, Jan90, Kna89]. flow [Shi88, Sly93]. fly [Ehn89a, Ehn89b]. Fontainebleau [IEE85c].

Form [Flo99, BWZ94]. formal [MSB93]. format [BH91W91, WNA90]. formations [BHA99]. Formula [Que76]. Fort [IEE86c].

Forth [CK87b]. FORTRAN [WW92, BW96]. foundations [BB99].

Fourth [IEE88e, IEE92, IEE89g, Tei88]. frame [Rat93]. frame-based [Rat93]. Framework [Nar85b, LQ96, NIS94, ZB91].

France [ACM90b, IEE89c, IEE94c, IEE96, PG92].

France-Telecom [PG92]. Francisco [ACM92, IEE84b, IEE86d, IEE87b, IEE87c, IEE93d, TPB+88]. Franklin [IEE88g].

Franz [Tou90a]. friendly [RGG90]. front [JLHB92]. FTCS [IEE87d]. fuel [GKS89].


Functions [BDG+88b, Car84, FL91, BWZ94].

fundamentals [Noy92]. Future [IEE88f, MCd+94, Mur90, Ano90f]. futures [NC88]. fuzziness [ZS93]. Fuzzy [IEE93d].

Garbage [Bro84, FN81, Yua92, Ehn89a, Ehn89b, Zor90]. Garden [IEE88f]. Garnet [Mye95]. gate [Got91]. gene [Ste91b].


genetic [GK90, Har90a, WL95]. genome [XRS96]. Gentle [Whi91, Tou90b]. Gentler [Whi91]. Georgia [AHWN97].

Geotechnical [MCH91]. German [Bro87, Flu91]. Germany [IEE97a, Nie93, WAT91c]. Getting [Ano91a, Swa90a]. GINA [Spe92a, Spe92b].


Grasper-CL [KLSW94]. Grid [TW87].

Group [Ren86, TBE+94]. Guide [Ano89, Luc92b, Fra88a, Fra94, Fra96, Kan91, KG89, Luc92a, Tat87, Tat90].

Hall [Ano90b]. Handling [Sit93, YY94]. hands [Ste89]. hands-on [Ste89]. Harbor [IEE88e]. Hardware [Bro84, MSD+85]. Hawaii [HSKS88, HMS+89, HMS+90, IEE88h, Kuc97]. Headquarters [N+90].

health [PO90]. HECODES [ZB91]. held [IEE85b, IEE91c, Tei88]. help [TAH89].

Henry [IEE86a]. heterogeneous
Heuristic [Cag86]. Heuristic [CB86]. Hewlett [Cag86].

hexapod [KM90]. HF [CN91]. HI [ACM97, IEE88i]. High
[Gui87, KB87, PG92, YYN90, CN91, Kar89].

High-Level [KB87, Kar89]. High-Level [KB87, Kar89].

High-Performance [YYN90]. Higher [Giu87, KB87, PG92, YYN90, CN91, Kar89].

Higher [Mur90, PE88]. Higher-order [PE88]. HiLISP [YYK+90, YYN90]. Hill
[IEE88b, IEE88c]. Hilton [IEE85c, IEE86d, IEE87c, IEE88i, IEE88r, IEE90c].

homogeneous [KVJ90]. Hong [IEE88b, IEE88f].

HORNE [AM86]. Hospital [Had87], hosted [MCH91]. Hotel
[AHNW97, E+93, IEE84b, IEE86c, IEE86e, IEE87b, IEE87c, IEE87a, IEE87f, IEE88a, IEE88e, IEE88g, IEE88f, IEE88i, IEE89c, IEE90a, IEE91a, IEE92, Kna89, N+90]. House [OSD86].

HTTP [Van98]. Human [K+95, Sch92].

Hyatt [IEE87f, IEE89a, Kna89]. Hybrid
[CH86, CH87, CH88, HR89, SGBL86, BP97, CTB91, Lan89a]. hydraulic [KL89].

Hypadapter [HBG96]. Hypermedia
[DB97]. hypertext [DL96, HBG96].


Kailua [HSK88, HMS+89, IEE88h]. Kailua-Kona [IEE88h]. Kaiserslautern [Nie93]. KB [Esa90]. Keene [Ano89]. Kernel [MA91]. Keys [Pin85]. Kinder [Whi91]. Kit [Her93, Pur90b]. kit/programmer [Pur90b]. KNOWBOT [HK91]. Knowledge [BB98, BHA89, CH93, Cor86, DLK95, GKS89, IEE92, LC95, OSD86, PRD88, Sig85, BWM89, BB90, Bur91, CTB91, DL93, DL98, Esa90, HR89, HK90, IEE85c, Rat93, RBL98, SB89, SPM91, UJ92, WT91, WGS96]. Knowledge-Based [Cor86, OSD86, Sig85, BHA89, CH93, DLK95, GKS89, LC95, BB90, Bur91, DL93, DL98, HR89, HK90, IEE85c, RBL98, SB89, WGS96]. KnowledgeWorks [Ano90d]. Kona [HSK88, HMS+89, IEE88b]. Kong [IEE88f, IEE90d]. Konover [IEE86c]. Konzeption [Flu91]. Krayola [SH96]. Kyoto [Giu87, YY94, Yua90].

L [Ano90b, Bla86]. L'Agelonde [PG92]. Lake [LS97]. Land [Gli86]. Language [ACM93, Ame92, Fat90, Giu87, HW87, HH93, IAC94, Kii86, KBP+88, KA95, KB87, Que76, Tau90, Tau91, AC94, AI96, DZB97, Gat97, Hol14, LQ94, Sim87, Ste84, Ste90a, Sym86, Sym88, TA89]. Languages [ACM86, IEE88a, IEE90b, IEE94c, MDM97, Fat88, Tat10]. Law [ACM95]. Layout [TW87, HK90, Sly93, SYM92]. learn [Hol14]. Learning [BS85, HBG96, Tat10]. lecons [HP96]. legal [VB95]. Level [Giu87, KBP+88, KB87, MP87, Kar89, Moo12]. Leverage [IEE84b, IEE87b, Mul91]. lexical [Bas93, SST89]. Libaform [Que76]. Library [BKR+91, HC85, KSV88, Coo95a, Coo95b, Vas97]. Lie [CT98]. like [LM98]. Line [Fol86, FIKY88, IEE87a, Tib93, VB95]. Linear [Bak93, McDB98, ND90, ND95]. link [Jel89, Ste91b]. linkage [Ste91b]. Links [BKR+91]. Linz [Cav85]. LISP [AC94, Ano89, Ano92, BDG+88c, LM91, Pur90a, RMM93, Sev91, Whi91, Ano87b, Ano90b, Ano90e, Ano91b, Ano93, App90, Bob87, BDG+88a, BDG+88b, BDG+88d, Chr93, Dem88, Flu91, HP96, Her93, HKL93, Jac94, Kim90, Lou89, OK9, Ste90b, Sun88, Tou90a, Van98, You92, Hol14, ACM84, ACM90b, ACM92, ACM94b, Ano92, AI96, Acu89, Ake94, AP88, AM86, Bas93, Bla86, BGPS91, Bro85, Bro87, CL88, CT89, CT90, CR90, Chl91, DS86, Fra88a, Fra88b, Gk90, Gra99, Gui88, HD89, Hen89, HSW85, HSW87, IAC94, JLHB92, KG89, KK93, MN91, ME95, NC88, Nor91, Nor92,
LISP [Wer89, WS84, WS85, YH87, ABd90, ACu90, AH91, AM99, AKA91, AGK87, ANo90a, ANo91a, ABFM90, Bak92, BKK+86, BR93, BCG90, Bra86, BK91, BG84, BW96, CK87a, CK87b, Chia90, Cla89, CLNW90, Cla92, CHD99, CF88, CB86, DB97, DD90, Do90, Ecc88, ESA90, Fat90, Fat91, FL91, FBWR95, Flu91, Gad88, Giu87, GG89a, GG89b, Gra94, Gra96, Gra97, Har90b, Hen92b, Hum94, Ida90, JS94, JS97, KAI86, KUJP97, KT88, Kan91, Kar89, KM97, Ken91, KLF+91, KA95, Kna89, Kla04, Koo87, Kos90, Kru95, KB87, Lam05, Lan88a, Lan86, Lei08, Lim87, Luc92a, Luc92b, Ma99, MK90, Mac91, Mac92a, Mac92b, MSD+85, Mar04, MC87a, MC87b, MFW87, MF88, MC89a, MK86, MC91, MBPLRR10, Mi88, Mu 95, Mun95b, Mur90, NSI+92].
Lisp [Nar88b, Neu03, Neu02, Nor04, Noy92, Nym87, OOT87, PKSA89, Pin85, PAR93, Que76, Rei96, Ric90, Ri91, SIG89, Sch94, Sei05, Sim87, SM93, SH96, Sny86a, Sny86b, Spe92a, Spe92b, SG93, Swa90a, Sym86, Sym88, Tan95, Tau90, Tau91, THL+86, Tei76, VS90, Vog98, Wan86, War86, Wat89, Wat90, WNA90, WFS4, WIS87, Yan91, YY94, YYK+90, Yua88, Yua90, Yua92, YNY90, ZHL+89a, ZHL+89b].
Lisp-based [Kar98, WNA90, CB86, Pin85, Que76, SH96].
Lisp-Language [Fat90].
LISP-Machine [Pav85].
Lisp-Systems [Flu91].
Lisp/CLOS [PAR93].
LISP/VMS [DS86].
LISPraft [Wil86].
LispView [Mul91].
LispWorks [An90d, Ric90].
List [MSD+85, Res92].
List-Evaluation [MSD+85].
Lists [LLC89, LM89]. load [CH88].
Logic [Bak93, GM86, GKLM90, K97, LQ94, LQ96, SM93, Thr88, WL95].
Logical [CM98].
Londe-les-Maures [PG92].
Long [Tei88].
loop [Got91].
Loops [Wat91a, BKK+86].
low [WT91].

m [PKSA89].
eVES [PKSA89].
Mach [McD89a].
Mach/IBM [McD89a].
Machine [HK90, MSD+85, Sam77, SCP+85, Sch94, Ste86, Wan86, WS87, CR89, EL89, Kv89, KM90, CK87a, Lim87, Pav85].
Machines [Gi87, V890].
Macintosh [An90e, An91a, An91b, App90, Lan89a, Wat90].
Macintosh/Lisp [Lan89a].
MACSYMA [HC85, Pav85].
main [Rou88].
Mainframe [YYK+90].
Mainstream [An87c].
maintainability [YJM91].
Maintaining [Ma91].
Maintenance [Had86, Nar88a].
Man [IEE89a, IEE91a, CR89].
man-machine [CR89].
Management [Boo84, Yua92, BPR+94, FGGB89, GP97, GW98, KLSW94, Van98].
manager [Luc92a, Mc91, RMM94, Vas97, HKL93, RMM93].
managers [BB89].
Manipulating [FIK88].
Manipulation [Que76].
manipulations [CT89, CT90].
Manipulator [Bur86].
mankind [JU91].
MANTRA [CTB91].
Manual [AIST88, Mu 95, MuT95, Mun95b, Lou89, Mac91, Mac92a, MCD87a, Mc89a, Pur90b, Spe92b, Sun88].
manufacturing [HG91, MHMR96, Ruo88, Thi93].
March [IEE84b, IEE88e, IEE90b, IEE93c, IEE93d].
marine [IEE88c].
mark [Zor90].
mark-and-sweep [Zor90].
Maryland [IEE88c].
Mash [McD87a].
Mash/IBM [McD87a].
Massachusetts [IEE89a, IEE93b, An89].
Massively [Yua92, EL89].
Matching [Mu 95, MuT95, Mun95b].
material [Sly93].
Mathematica [Fat90].
Mathematica-to-Lisp [Fat90].
mathematical [Wan97].
mathematics [Fat97].
Maui [ACM97, KUC97].
Maures [PG92].
May [ACM95, IEE85b, IEE87a, IEE90a, IEE94c, K95, LS97, Tei88].
Object-Oriented
[Ano89, KPB+88, MP87, DMD97, Hur91, KG93, Mat90, McD89b, Moo86, Pae93, Rat93, Sch92, Sla98, BWM93, BCG+88, BKK+86, BHW91, Cze90, DCSS88, FBB93, GWB91, KK93, LQ94, LQ96, Nie93, Sny86b, You92].

Objectif [HP96].

objects [Pog96].

objet [Abd90].

Oblogis [GM86].

ocean [SM88].

Oceans [IEE88b].

October [ACM86, ACM88, B¨an03, IEE86e, IEE87e, IEE88a, IEE88c, IEE91a, USE88].

ODYS [Mal91].

Omni [IEE91a].

on-line [VB95].

on-the-fly [Ehn89a, Ehn89b].

Online [GW98].

onto [DB97].

ontology [MT95].

OODB [FBB93, XRS96].

OODCE [RZ96].

OOPSLA [ACM86].

Opal [BB88].

Open [FBB93].

operating [Lam90].

operations [DKL95].

OPLA [LQ94, LQ96].

OPS5 [PM93].

OP5-based [PM93].

Optimal [CH86, CH87].

Optimization [Web95, ZS93, GKS89, Hen92a, HK90].

optimizer [HG91].

Optimizing [AG87, YK90, YN90].

order [PE88].

 Oriented [ACM86].

Oriented [Ano89, Bar84, KBP+88, MP87, DMD97, SCP+85, War86, BWM93, BCG+88, BKK+86, BHW91, Cla92, CHD09, Cze90, DCSS88, FBB93, GWB91, Hur91, KG89, KKB, LQ94, LQ96, Mat90, McD89b, Moo86, Nie93, Pae93, Rat93, Sch92, Sla98, Sny86b, You92].

Orlando [ACM94b, IEE93c, Jan90, Kna89].

Orleans [IEE90b, IEE90a].

ORM [Lei08].

Overview [Dem88, SH96, Sny86a].

own [Hol14].

P [Jac94, JS97].

P3D [WNA90].

PA [IEE87a, IEE90c].

Pacific [IEE89b].

Package [FL91, Esa90, LW95, SH96].

Packard [Cag86].

pages [Ano90b, Tou90a].

paint [SH96].

Palace [IEE92].

Pan [Lan88b, Lan88a].

Papers [Ano87a, IEE84b, ACM84, ACM90b, ACM92, ACM94b, IEE87b, IEE87c, IEE87d, Wuo89].

Paradigms [Nor91, Nor92, Nor94, Swa90a, Swa90b, LQ94].

Parallel [DCSS88, GG89b, HJS86, JR90, MK86, Yua92, ACM97, Car90, Coo95a, Coo95b, EL89, GG89a, Wan97, WS87].

parallel/distributed [Wan97].

Parallelism [Mur90].

PaRAmeters [Sto94].

Park [ACM95].

Parsing [WB90].

part [SB98, Tei88].

partnership [IEE88c].
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